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LEGAL NOTICE
This document was prepared by LEGION SCHOOL S.A., hereinafter referred to as
LEGION, and may not be reproduced or redistributed to any person, in whole or in
part, for any purpose, without the prior written consent of LEGION. Additional
information about the presentation of this document and questions about the project
will be available upon request.

be responsible for any communication failures, interruptions, errors, distortions or
delays that the buyer may experience when using the network, whatever the causes.
Upon completion of the purchase of the token, the buyer will give full, general,
irrevocable and irreversible discharge for anything further related to claim, in or out
of court, in relation to the LGN.

This document is for informational purposes only and should not be construed as an
offer or solicitation to buy or sell the LGN token, or to participate in LEGION's
products and services.

LGN tokens are not shares or bonds of any kind, have no backing and are not linked
to any official or unofficial currency. The purchase of the LGN token does not grant
or generate any ownership or influence or any other rights over the LEGION.

Also, this document does not represent any commitment between you, the reader,
and LEGION, and does not create any contractual or obligation relationship with
LEGION, its directors, designers, programmers, and shareholders, current or future.
All the information contained herein was prepared within the context and
circumstances at the time this project was edited, and there may have been changes
without prior notice, as well as do not take into account the investment objectives,
financial situation or specific needs of a given investor.

The regulatory regime of governments governing blockchain, cryptocurrency and
token technologies is uncertain, and new regulations or policies could adversely
affect the LGN.

Buying LGN involves considerable risk. Do not use or invest resources that cannot be
lost. The token can become worthless, have negligible value, or not meet
expectations at the time of purchase. No purchases can be refunded or exchanged.
There is no guarantee that LGN will meet your expectations. The purchase of the
token represents the express agreement with the risks inherent in the cryptoactive
market, including the possibility of losing the value of the token.

If you have questions about regulatory or financial matters, consult a trusted legal,
accounting, or tax advisor.
For more information, contact us through the official channels described on the last
page of this document.

In addition to purchase risks, there are risks associated with using the token on the
Internet, including, but not limited to, the risk of hardware, software and Internet
connections, the risk of introducing malicious software, and the risk that third parties
might gain unauthorized access to information stored in your wallet. LEGION will not
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Over the years the evolution of blockchain technology has become increasingly
present in our lives, revolutionizing monetary means to supply chain tracking.
Today, NFT represents a new leap that was conceived in 2017, but which takes
shape and has been revolutionizing the (content?) market. And we find ourselves in
the midst of this revolution today. NFTs represent ownership of a digital asset,
having an embedded value. In addition, it represents a range of solutions to be
undertaken by creators, going at the forefront of material safeguarding, as well as
meaning a leap in decentralized finance. The NFT represents one of the great
revolutions of the new economy.
Among the most striking innovations for NFTs and for the world of cryptocurrencies
in general is the creation of decentralized games and the infungibility of the tokens
that are attached to them. And it is in this market that the greatest technological
advances are concentrated and where there is no maximum limit for the valorization
of tokens.

The Legion Company was born from the efforts of investors in cryptoactives to
promote the technology and at the same time create financial return mechanisms for
their investors. It is a company specialized in managing blockchain and NFT projects
and developing people who are interested in these technologies.
Today, Legion already manages numerous NFT game accounts, such as “Axie
Infinity”. With the management of games and projects of non-fungible tokens, a
universe capable of centralizing in a single token the return on investment of
managing numerous NFT projects will be created.
The Company's mission is to create an ecosystem that allows the optimization of
investment in a single token that allows maximum utility and distribution of results
with token holders.
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THE PROJECT
Legion objective

The Token Legion (Lgn)

The Legion School is the first investment and project management company linked to
NFT technology. The structure developed involves creating games, training people,
managing NFTs, and distributing results to employees and investors.

The Token Legion (LGN) are BEP-20 governance tokens for the universe that is
intended to be created through our Company. LGN holders will be able to actively
participate within the Legion universe, where they will vote on new products and
direct projects related to NFTs projects.

Far beyond being an NFT Management Company, Legion seeks to invest in people
who believe that blockchain and NFT technologies can change the world. We invest
and train developers, illustrators, programmers who do not have the financial
conditions to be trained in these technologies.
Thus, we created a perfect symbiosis between people interested in these
technologies, and the development of projects that are managed by Legion. Projects
which drive ideas, games, tokens and investments in the Company.

With LGN, we seek to bring the perspectives of token holders closer to developers in
this universe. Thus, it will be possible to reward LGN owners with decision powers in
the currency and company projects, encouraging them also to keep their tokens so
that in the future they can be part of their own game in NFT.
Thus, through the LGN, the aim is to decentralize the governance in the area of
games and development at Legion, so that the holders have voting powers to
determine the characteristics and/or parameters of the new projects that will be
managed by the company.
LGN may be spent in the future to join the company's own games. Its supply is
limited, causing inflation to be controlled. Eventually, those who get notorious
highlights in a certain game will be able to receive LGN as a reward as well.
For each LGN collection, 15% of this amount will be allocated to the Treasury. This
value, which will be stored in the community treasury, will be used to define the base
price of the LGN. Since the Treasury will be managed by the LGN holders, the
minimum market value for the LGN will be influenced by the amount in the treasury.
In this way, there is an incentive for LGN holders to maintain their assets, knowing
that part of the value in the treasury will be return to the staker.
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THE PROJECT
Business Model
As explained in the introduction, today the Legion Company manages games and
projects in NFTs that have as financial return the cryptocurrencies of those projects
and games. Possessing part of the NFTs that are allocated in our management show
profits and returns which are built on three pillars:

With the amount collected in managing projects and NFTs,
part of this amount will be captured for fully diluted market
capitalization of LGN governance tokens.

The primary revenue is through the Legionnaires, who are responsible for playing
the “play-to-win” feature games, and a certain percentage of the winnings from
that account will revert to the LEGION;

As we move forward and acquire new NFTs, or through account leases, increasing
Legion's incremental return on investment and portfolio, there will be expansion into
other projects on NFTs that will be voted on and accepted by the LGN DAO.

Secondary revenue may come through the valuation of project assets, such as
land (NFTs), where there will be an indirect return from third-party activities
within the project/game;
The third revenue is through the ownership of NFTs, which will benefit us from
the increase in the economic value of the project asset, reflected in the value of
its native fungible token in the open market.
Other forms of return are linked to the development of new talent. These will be
our developers, programmers, and illustrators who will work with us, generating
revenue for the company.
Accelerating new business is one of the ways of return to the LEGION (their
LGN token holders).
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THE PROJECT
Legion Academy
The Legion Academy promotes fellowships in the area of development, thus creating
an acceleration and mentoring case for those seeking to position themselves in the
market. We are creating a strong and comprehensive educational ecosystem.
Study, learn and work with us!

Business Boost
It is the process of accelerating new projects. We will select the best projects in the
world of cryptocurrencies. Here we will give you all the support we can so that your
project is great!

Legion DAO
Blockchain Governance will be one of the most important points of the token, thus
bringing direct decision-making mechanisms in which everyone will have a leading
role in choosing products, decision-making mechanisms, fostering new projects and
increasing or decreasing the treasury for the development of new talents.
DAO's primary revenue will come from LGN's leverage to acquire its own NFT assets
that are currently under its management.

Legion Finance e Bridge
Here we apply in a decentralized way all the profit sharing and project negotiations,
giving space to launch projects embraced within Legion, thus enabling an IFO (Initial
Offer of Farms) and creating the possibility of partnerships, acceleration and
substantiation of new projects.
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The Internal Structure
Inspired by Roman traditions, Legion seeks to rescue the decentralized and
autonomous hierarchy, thus incorporating one of the blockchain principles into the
project's organized structure.

Legion School Management
CONSUL
SENATORS
TRIBUNE
CENTURION
MAYOR OF PRETORIANS

Tribune
Management Service. A highly trusted person who has already proven his worth,
being primarily responsible for the Centurion Group.
Organizes and manages the STRUCTURE of the Discord groups and others to which
it is assigned. Thinking mind, visionary manager.

Mayor of Praetorians
Position focused on mentoring and monitoring the Legion Academy. In this position,
the person is responsible for answering questions, monitoring students, advising
and, in some cases, mentoring students' projects.

Praetorians

PREATORIANS

Position at the Legion Academy composed of young people and adults focused on
developing skills in one of the following areas: Development and Arts (design and
illustration).

LEGIONNAIRES

Centurion

Consul
Project managers, focused on business strategy and partnerships, promoting the
entire Legion ecosystem in an organized way.

Senators
Honorary position given to those who contributed in some way to the project,
bringing ideas or simply contributing to the organization of the ecosystem.

Position of direct contact with the Legionnaires. Always on the lookout for posts, he
takes care of interpersonal contact, helps teach new members and takes care of the
community.
In addition to being the first commissioned position, it is our 'iron hand'.

Legionary
First partner. Our proof of work is the driving force of this great machine.
Legionnaires are strong-willed, present, helpful and curious people.
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Roadmap
Our roadmap is based on extensive research and consultation with our directors,
seeking to point out a sustainable and continuous evolution of our project, thus
enabling a broad planned ecosystem.

Roadmap stage 1
Market research
Creation of the Legion School
Assembly of the Development and Arts Academy
First students start the first class
The mentoring system is instituted
The School reaches 50 Players
Whitepaper Preparation v1
Testnet token bep20
Bep20 Token Created
Creation of visual identity
Definition of tokenomics

Roadmap stage 2
Start of marketing campaigns (October 2021)
Private sale (November 25, 2021)
Sale with Whitelist (December 2021)
Listing on Pancakeswap (January 2022, 2021)
CMC and Coingecko listing (January 2022)
Start of token audit process (January 2022)
Investment allocation in NFT games (February 2022)
Start of the ambassador program (February 2022)
Start of earnings distribution for token Holders (March 2022)
Expansion of the Legion Academy (Selection process) (March
2022)
Start of the NFT game
Acceleration) (April 2022)

promotion

program

(Startup

Roadmap stage 3

Website launch

Launch of Legion Finance (June 2022)

Launch of Whitepaper

Game Info (July 2022)
Legion Governance (November 2022)
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Sale Phases
1.
Private Sale - Private sale to investors. It will be done in a closed manner and with
qualified investors.
2.
Whitelist - For 5 (five) days an exclusive and limited sale by x investors. It will be
made for crypto investors, through the project's website, so they will receive small
rewards for having qualified.
3.
Listagem na Pancakeswap - After 5 (five) days of the whitelist, the currency will
be traded on the pancake, thus creating an open market and the possibility of
aggregating all investors.

Token Legion (Lgn) Data
Network: Binance Smart Chain (BSC)
Type: Bep 20
Name: Legion
Acronym: LGN
Decimais: 18
Supply: 100,000,000.00 (Cem milhões de Tokens)
Contract: 0x01dc6edc6e97db846a0029fe7ef28e4fdeb1ddcf

Distribution
Mechanism
Distribution of Funds
(minus costs)
Administration/Management: 15%
Reinvestment: 15% (In own or third-party projects)
Developer: 10%
Emergency fund: 10%
Distribution to Investors: 50%

Token Distribution
(each party will receive proportionally the offer that will come into circulation)
Founders: 15%
Treasure: 15%
Advisers: 3%
Marketing: 7%
Development: 10%
Free market: 50%
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Academy
Testimonials
“Legion to me is much more than an NFT game school. They have an initiative that few
people are willing to offer. The project of reaching the most needy people is very cool.
Offering opportunities to enter the job market not only in games, but also in
blockchain and cryptocurrencies in general is sensational. Specialized technical
knowledge is increasingly difficult to find, so they just have to add.”

"My name is Diogo. I got to know Legion through a facebook group and I was called
to a project and within that project they started to help me with the courses, I loved
being part of the project, they are helping me and giving full support"

Diogo Granado
Instagram: @digranado9514

Raphael Honorato
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/raphael.honorato.90
Instagram: @raphahonoratoo

"A factory of winners. Opportunity for young people to discover, experience and
become professional in the newest trend in Information Technology. Professionals
and students can teach, expand their skills and disseminate results. A good seed
planted in super fertile soil."

Bruno Manso
Instagram: @bmansoweb
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Social Networks
Discord:
https://discord.gg/svv6cc9m4f
Linkedin:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/legion-token-111774221/
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/LGNschool
Youtube:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxLX8T750XdoXYOSIHNLDeg
Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/LGNSchool
Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/lgnschool/
Telegram:
https://t.me/LegionSchoolAnnouncements
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